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These books offer a glimpse of the diversity of ideas that have characterized and continue to power feminist movements both in the US and around the world. From first-hand accounts of the suffrage movement to contemporary intersectional thinking, this is a starting point for learning about the history of feminism and for exploring the issues and challenges that many women face today.
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- Ain’t Gonna Let Nobody Turn Me Around: Forty Years of Movement Building with Barbara Smith
  Alethia Jones & Virginia Eubanks (eds.) with Barbara Smith

- Ain’t I a Woman: Black Women and Feminism
  bell hooks

- All Bound Up Together: The Woman Question in African American Public Culture, 1830–1900
  Martha S. Jones

- All the Women Are White, All the Blacks Are Men, But Some of Us Are Brave: Black Women’s Studies
  Akasha (Gloria T.) Hull, Patricia Bell Scott & Barbara Smith (eds.)

- America’s Women: 400 Years of Dolls, Drudges, Helpmates, and Heroines
  Gail Collins

- Antigone Rising: The Subversive Power of the Ancient Myths
  Helen Morales

- The Argonauts
  Maggie Nelson

- The Art of Feminism: Images that Shaped the Fight for Equality, 1857–2017
  Lucinda Gosling, Hilary Robinson & Amy Tobin

- Backlash: The Undeclared War Against American Women
  Susan Faludi

- Bad Feminist: Essays
  Roxane Gay

- Because of Sex: One Law, Ten Cases, and Fifty Years That Changed American Women’s Lives at Work
  Gillian Thomas

- Becoming
  Michelle Obama

- Betrayal and Other Acts of Subversion: Feminism, Sexual Politics, Asian American Women’s Literature
  Leslie Bow

- Betraying Big Brother: The Feminist Awakening in China
  Leta Hong Fincher

- Beyoncé in Formation: Remixing Black Feminism
  Omise’eke Tinsley

- The Birth of Chinese Feminism: Essential Texts in Transnational Theory
  Lydia H. Liu, Rebecca E. Karl & Dorothy Ko (eds.)

- Black Feminism Reimagined: After Intersectionality
  Jennifer C. Nash

- Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment
  Patricia Hill Collins

- Black on Both Sides: A Racial History of Trans Identity
  C. Riley Snorton

- The Black Woman: An Anthology
  Toni Cade Bambara (ed.)

- A Black Women’s History of the United States
  Daina Ramey Berry & Kali Nicole Gross

- Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza
  Gloria Anzaldúa

- Born Both: An Intersex Life
  Hida Viloria

- Captive Genders: Trans Embodiment and the Prison Industrial Complex
  Eric A. Stanley & Nat Smith (eds.)

- Century of Struggle: The Woman’s Rights Movement in the United States
  Eleanor Flexner & Ellen Fitzpatrick

- A Colored Woman in a White World
  Mary Church Terrell

- Compañeras: Zapatista Women’s Stories
  Hilary Klein

- Critically Sovereign: Indigenous Gender, Sexuality, and Feminist Studies
  Joanne Barker (ed.)

- The Crunk Feminist Collection
  Brittney C. Cooper, Susana M. Morris & Robin M. Boylorn
Inuit Women: Their Powerful Spirit in a Century of Change
Janet Mancini Billson & Kyra Mancini

Jailed for Freedom: American Women Win the Vote
Doris Stevens, edited by Carol O'Hare

The Judy Grahn Reader
Judy Grahn

Law, Gender & Injustice: A Legal History of U.S. Women
Joan Hoff

Male Daughters, Female Husbands: Gender and Sex in an African Society
Ifi Amadiume

Men Explain Things to Me
Rebecca Solnit

Mr. President, How Long Must We Wait?: Alice Paul, Woodrow Wilson, and the Fight for the Right to Vote
Tina Cassidy

My Beloved World
Sonia Sotomayor

My Life on the Road
Gloria Steinem

The Myth of Seneca Falls: Memory and the Women's Suffrage Movement, 1848–1898
Lisa Tetrault

Native Country of the Heart: A Memoir
Cherrie Moraga

Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers: A History of Lesbian Life in 20th-Century America
Lillian Faderman

Of Woman Born: Motherhood as Experience and Institution
Adrienne Rich

Other Powers: The Age of Suffrage, Spiritualism, and the Scandalous Victoria Woodhull
Barbara Goldsmith

Our Bodies, Ourselves: A New Edition for a New Era
The Boston Women's Health Book Collective

Our Mothers' War: American Women at Home and at the Front During World War II
Emily Yellin

Out to Work: A History of Wage-Earning Women in the United States
Alice Kessler-Harris

Performing Sex: The Making and Unmaking of Women's Erotic Lives
Breanne Fahs

A Politically Incorrect Feminist: Creating a Movement with Bitches, Lunatics, Dykes, Prodigies, Warriors, and Wonder Women
Phyllis Chesler

Quiet Rumours: An Anarcha-Feminist Reader
Dark Star Collective

Reclaiming Our Space: How Black Feminists Are Changing the World from the Tweets to the Streets
Feminista Jones

Redefining Realness: My Path to Womanhood, Identity, Love & So Much More
Janet Mock

Regulating the Lives of Women: Social Welfare Policy from Colonial Times to the Present
Mimi Abramovitz

The Sacred Hoop: Recovering the Feminine in American Indian Traditions
Paula Gunn Allen

SCUM Manifesto
Valerie Solanas

The Second Sex
Simone de Beauvoir

Sex Object: A Memoir
Jessica Valenti

Sexual Politics
Kate Millett

She Had Some Horses: Poems
Joy Harjo

She Said: Breaking the Sexual Harassment Story that Helped Ignite a Movement
Jodi Kantor & Megan Twohey

Audre Lorde & Pat Parker, edited by Julie R. Enszer

Sister Outsider: Essays & Speeches
Audre Lorde

Song in a Weary Throat: Memoir of an American Pilgrimage
Pauli Murray

Southern Women: Black and White in the Old South
Sally G. McMillen

Spill: Scenes of Black Feminist Fugitivity
Alexis Pauline Gumbs

Suffrage and the City: New York Women Battle for the Ballot
Lauren C. Santangelo

Suffrage: Women's Long Battle for the Vote
Ellen Carol DuBois

Tendencies
Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick

Thank You for Voting: The Maddening, Enlightening, Inspiring Truth About Voting in America
Erin Geiger Smith

This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women of Color
Cherrie Moraga & Gloria Anzaldúa (eds.)
The Traffic in Women and Other Essays on Feminism
Emma Goldman

Transgressive: A Trans Woman on Gender, Feminism, and Politics
Rachel Anne Williams

A Voice from the South
Anna Julia Cooper

Want to Start a Revolution?: Radical Women in the Black Freedom Struggle
Dayo F. Gore, Jeanne Theoharis & Komozi Woodard (eds.)

War Echoes: Gender and Militarization in U.S. Latina/o Cultural Production
Ariana E. Vigil

Wayward Lives, Beautiful Experiments: Intimate Histories of Social Upheaval
Saidiya Hartman

We Should All Be Feminists
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

When and Where I Enter: The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex in America
Paula Giddings

Whipping Girl: A Transsexual Woman on Sexism and the Scapegoating of Femininity
Julia Serano

Why They Marched: Untold Stories of the Women Who Fought for the Right to Vote
Susan Ware

Witches, Sluts, Feminists: Conjuring the Sex Positive
Kristen J. Sollée

The Woman Warrior: Memoirs of a Girlhood Among Ghosts; China Men
Maxine Hong Kingston

The Woman’s Hour: The Great Fight to Win the Vote
Elaine Weiss

Women & Power: A Manifesto
Mary Beard

Women of Color and the Reproductive Rights Movement
Jennifer Nelson

Women Warriors of the Afro-Latina Diaspora
Marta Moreno Vega, Marinieves Alba & Yvette Modestin (eds.)

Women Will Vote: Winning Suffrage in New York State
Susan Goodier & Karen Pastorello

Women, Race & Class
Angela Y. Davis

The Women’s Suffrage Movement
Sally Roesch Wagner (ed.)

Martha Burk